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Abstract

We study the problem of determining risk-minimizing investment strategies for insurance payment processes in the presence of taxes and expenses. We consider the situation where taxes and expenses are paid continuously and symmetrically and introduce the concept of tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization. Risk-minimizing strategies in the presence of taxes and expenses are derived and linked to Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decompositions associated with modified versions of the original payment processes. Furthermore, we show equivalence to an alternative approach involving an artificial market consisting of after-tax and after-expense assets, and we establish – in a certain sense – consistency with classic risk-minimization. Finally, a case study involving classic multi-state life insurance payments in combination with a bond market exemplifies the results.
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1 Introduction

According to a recent OECD report on taxation of funded private pension plans across different countries [9], taxes on pension fund returns are widespread. Consequently, market consistent valuation of such insurance liabilities requires one to take into account
the associated future tax payments, which are closely related to the investment strategy. Similarly, future expenses associated with the management of the insurance contract and investment strategy should be included in considerations about hedging and valuation. The necessity to take taxes and expenses into account is also reflected in the Solvency II regulation, see [12] Article 77–78 and [13] Article 28, and the forthcoming IFRS17 regulation, see [3] Paragraph 34 and Paragraph B65(j). It is our impression that a unified theory for market consistent valuation in the presence of taxes and expenses is yet to be developed, and accordingly, it is common among practitioners to take taxes and expenses into account via certain ad hoc adjustments of the forward interest rate curve, confer with [5].

In this paper, we consider quadratic hedging of insurance payment processes in the presence of taxes and expenses. We allow for idealized taxes and expenses which depend on the investment strategy and develop the concept of tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization. The taxes are defined as a fraction of the returns from the investment strategy, and the expenses are defined as a fraction of the value of the investment strategy, thus both are symmetrical and continuously paid. The primary idea is to introduce a tax- and expense-modified version of the so-called cost process and then minimize at any time the associated risk process, which is defined as the conditional expected value of the squared future tax- and expense-modified costs given the information currently available. The tax- and expense-modification of the costs reflects the impact of taxes and expenses on the time-value of money. As our main result, we show the existence and uniqueness of an optimal strategy and relate it to the Galtchouck-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of the intrinsic value process associated with a tax- and expense-modified payment process.

In a complete market all contingent claims and liabilities can be hedged and prized uniquely via a no-arbitrage argument. The unique no-arbitrage price can be obtained by identifying a self-financing strategy, which replicates the liability perfectly from an initial investment and trading gains arising from trading in the underlying assets that are available in the market without adding additional capital. It then follows directly, that the price of the claim must coincide with the initial investment needed for this replication. Moreover, by following the replicating self-financing investment strategy, it is possible to eliminate all risk associated with the liability.

With an incomplete market, it is in general not possible to hedge a liability perfectly. Hence, it is not possible to price the liability directly from no-arbitrage arguments, and one cannot eliminate all risk associated with the liability. For example, this is relevant when studying the issue of valuation and hedging of insurance liabilities, see [17], who reviewed and studied various criteria from the literature on incomplete markets such as super-replication, quantile hedging, short-fall risk-minimization, risk-minimization, mean-variance hedging and utility indifference pricing.
Risk-minimization and mean-variance hedging are both so-called quadratic hedging principles since they involve a quadratic criterion for valuation and hedging. With mean-variance hedging, the idea is essentially to minimize the expected square value of the difference between the insurance liability and the terminal value of a self-financing strategy, i.e. to approximate the liability in an $L_2$-sense. With risk-minimization, one works directly under a martingale measure, where the discounted price processes are martingales and studies a larger class of strategies, so-called mean-self-financing strategies that allow for capital injections and withdrawals. In this setting, one introduces a cost process that keeps track of the additional investments needed for the investment strategy and the payment process of the liability. The risk-minimizing strategy is the strategy that minimizes the expected squared future costs at any time, and the initial investment required for this strategy can be viewed as a candidate for valuation of the liability.

Given a payment process in an incomplete market, it is well studied how to apply the quadratic hedging criterion of risk-minimization to find an optimal investment strategy and price the contract. The criterion of risk-minimization was originally proposed by [8] and was extended to insurance payment processes in [16]; for an overview and general motivation for this choice of criterion, see [20].

Tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization differs from classic risk-minimization, in essence because a tax- and expense-modified savings account is used as numeraire. We show that tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization is consistent with classic risk-minimization in the sense that a subsequent application of classic risk-minimization confirms the investment strategy, thus not reducing the risk further.

In addition to the tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization approach, we also solve the problem by creating an artificial after-tax and after-expense market: The assets are constructed such that the returns are after payment of taxes and expenses. In this market, we are able to apply classic risk-minimization and thereby find an optimal investment strategy, which is essentially identical to the investment strategy from tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization. This is a consequence of the cost processes in the two approaches being in a certain sense identical.

Taxes on investment returns and expenses associated with the management of the insurance contract and investment strategy can be viewed as negative dividends. In that sense, the concept of tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization corresponds to a kind of risk-minimization in the presence of negative dividends. While the extension of risk-minimization to include transaction costs is studied in depth in the literature, see e.g. [14] and [10], there does not seem to be a similar treatment in the literature of the case of dividends; an exception being [1] on quadratic hedging in the presence of discrete stochastic dividends.

In [5], valuation of insurance payment processes in the presence of symmetric and con-
timuously paid taxes and expenses is studied in complete markets. By identifying and explicitly constructing the inherent tax and expense payment processes and adding these to the existing insurance payment process, [5] were able to derive replicating strategies and determine the market value of the combined liability. In particular, by disregarding systematic insurance risk and implicitly dealing with unsystematic insurance risk via diversification, [5] were able to argue that current actuarial practice is prudent. In this paper, we essentially extend the results of [5] to allow for unsystematic as well as systematic insurance risk via an incomplete market approach.

Having determined the value of the combined liability, as well as the associated risk-minimizing investment strategy, it is interesting, as was done for complete markets in [5], to study the decomposition into benefit, tax, and expense parts. This is, however, together with extensions of the tax- and expense setup to include asymmetrical and discrete payments, postponed to future research.

The paper is structured in the following way. In Section 2, we give a brief review of the main results on risk-minimization for insurance payment processes. In Section 3, we study risk-minimization in the presence of symmetrical and continuously paid taxes and expenses. Section 4 concludes with a case study, where we consider classic multi-state life insurance payments in a bond market for a constant tax rate and expenses depending on the current state of the insurance contract(s).

2 Risk-minimization for insurance payment processes

In this section, we give a brief review of the main results on risk-minimization for insurance payment processes from [16], see also [20], before introducing taxes and expenses in the next section. Regarding the technical details and the necessary regularity conditions, we generally refer to [16, 20] and the references therein.

Consider an arbitrage-free financial market consisting of \( d + 1 \) traded assets with price processes \( S_0 \) and \( (S_1, \ldots, S_d) \) defined on a probability space \( (\Omega, \mathcal{F}, P) \) equipped with a filtration \( \mathcal{F} = (\mathcal{F}(t))_{t \in [0,T]} \) satisfying the usual conditions with \( \mathcal{F}(0) \) trivial. Here \( T > 0 \) is a fixed finite time horizon. We assume that \( S_0 \) is the savings account and that it is of the form

\[
S_0(t) = \exp \left( \int_0^t r(u) \, du \right),
\]

where \( r \) is the so-called short rate process.

All quantities are modeled directly under an equivalent martingale measure \( Q \), such that the discounted price processes \( S_j^* = S_j / S_0 \) are \( Q \)-martingales. In general, results hold
almost surely w.r.t. $Q$. We discuss the choice of equivalent martingale measure in the last paragraph of the present section.

We study an undiscounted insurance payment process, which is a stochastic process $A$ describing the accumulated benefits less premiums associated with some insurance contract(s).

Let $S^* = (S^*_1, \ldots, S^*_d)$. Following [19, 21], there exists a bounded, strictly increasing, predictable process $B$, null at 0, such that

$$\langle S^*_i, S^*_j \rangle \ll B$$

with $\langle \cdot \rangle$ denoting the predictable variation. Define matrix-valued predictable process $\sigma_S$ by

$$d\langle S^* \rangle = \sigma_S dB.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

Here each $\sigma_S(t)$ is a positive semidefinite symmetric $d \times d$-matrix. To ensure uniqueness of certain decompositions and optimal strategies in the sense that the amount invested in every asset is unique, we further assume that each $\sigma_S(t)$ is actually positive definite.

The following example illustrates the general concepts and also serves as the starting point for the case study in Section 4.

**Example 2.1 (Classic multi-state model with investments in Vasicek bond market).** Especially in life insurance, one could be interested in the following more specific setting.

The financial market consists of two assets with price processes $(S_0, S_1)$ driven by a stochastic short rate process $r$ following a Vasicek model. In other words, $r$ is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process satisfying the stochastic differential equation

$$dr(t) = \kappa (\theta - r(t)) \, dt + \sigma \, dW(t),$$

where $\kappa$, $\theta$, and $\sigma$ are positive constants and $W$ is a standard Brownian motion under an equivalent martingale measure $Q$.

The development of an underlying life insurance contract (or multiple contracts) is described by the classic multi-state Markov model of [11]. Let $Z$ be a Markovian jump process with values in a finite set $\mathcal{J} = \{0, 1, \ldots, J\}$ describing the state of the contract(s). The initial state of the contract(s) is taken to be 0 such that $Z(0) = 0$.

A multivariate counting process $N = (N_{jk})_{j,k \in \mathcal{J}, k \neq j}$ is associated with the jump process $Z$ by setting $N_{jk}(0) = 0$ and

$$N_{jk}(t) = \#\{s \in (0, t] : Z(s-) = j, Z(s) = k\}$$
for $t \in (0, T]$. The quantities $N_{jk}(t)$ can be interpreted as the number of transitions from state $j$ to state $k$ of the contract(s) within the time interval $[0, t]$.

We assume that $Z$ and the financial market given by $W$ are independent under $Q$, and we take the filtration $\mathcal{F}$ to be the $Q$-augmentation of the natural filtration of $Z$ and $W$. The market is incomplete since the insurance risk is non-replicable.

In addition to the savings account $S_0$, the market contains a zero coupon bond with expiry at time $T > 0$. The price process is:

$$S_1(t) = \mathcal{E}^Q\left[\frac{S_0(t)}{S_0(T)} \bigg| \mathcal{F}(t)\right] = \mathcal{E}^Q\left[e^{-\int_t^T r(s) ds} \bigg| \mathcal{F}(t)\right].$$

Since $d = 1$ and $\sigma > 0$, the condition of positive definiteness following (2.1) is trivially satisfied.

We assume there exist continuous functions $[0, T] \ni t \mapsto \mu_{jk}(t)$, $j, k \in J$, $k \neq j$, such that $Z$ has transition intensities $\mu$ completely characterizing the distribution of $Z$. It follows that the processes $M_{jk}$ given by

$$M_{jk}(t) = N_{jk}(t) - \int_0^t 1\{Z(s)=j\} \mu_{jk}(s) ds$$

are orthogonal martingales. Furthermore, each $M_{jk}$ is also orthogonal to the discounted price process $S_1^* = S_1/S_0$.

We are interested in payment processes related to the development of the insurance contract(s). We denote these insurance payment processes by $A^b$ and require they take the form

$$dA^b(t) = \sum_{j \in J} \left(1\{Z(t)=j\}b_j(t) dt + \sum_{k:k \neq j} b_{jk}(t) dN_{jk}(t) \right) \tag{2.2}$$

with $A^b(0)$ some initial deterministic payment, and where $b_j$ are deterministic sojourn payments and $b_{jk}$ are deterministic transition payments all assumed measurable and bounded on bounded intervals. △

An investment strategy $h$ is a $(d+1)$-dimensional process. Both the discounted price processes $S_j^*$, the insurance payment process $A$, the short rate process $r$, and the investment strategies $h$ satisfy certain regularity conditions. The undiscounted value process $V$ associated with $h$ is defined by

$$V(h, t) = \sum_{j=0}^d h_j(t)S_j(t). \tag{2.3}$$
The value process measures the value of the investment strategy after the payments prescribed by \(A\), i.e. \(V(h,t)\) is the value of the investments after the payments \(A(t)\) during \([0,t]\). We say that the investment strategy \(h\) is 0-admissible if the value at time \(T\) is 0, i.e. if \(V(h,T) = 0\). The investment strategy is not assumed to be self-financing.

The undiscounted cost process \(C\) associated with \(h\) is defined by
\[
C(h,t) = V(h,t) - \sum_{j=0}^{d} \int_{0}^{t} h_{j}(u) dS_{j}(u) + A(t).
\] (2.4)

The value process measures the current value of the investment strategy \(h\), and the cost process measures the accumulated costs associated with the investment strategy \(h\) and the insurance payment process \(A\). The accumulated costs at time \(t\) are given by the current value of the investment portfolio, added past payments and reduced by realized trading gains.

Define the discounted value process by \(V^\ast = \frac{V}{S_{0}}\), the discounted insurance payment process \(A^\ast\) by \(A^\ast(0) = A(0)\) and
\[
dA^\ast(t) = S_{0}^{-1}(t) dA(t),
\]
and the discounted cost process \(C^\ast\) by \(C^\ast(0) = C(0)\) and
\[
dC^\ast(t) = S_{0}^{-1}(t) dC(t).
\] (2.5)

It follows that
\[
dC^\ast(h,t) = dV^\ast(h,t) - \sum_{j=1}^{d} h_{j}(t) dS_{j}^\ast(t) + dA^\ast(t).
\] (2.6)

The risk process \(R\) associated with \(h\) and \(A\) is defined by
\[
R(h,t) = \mathbb{E}_{Q}\left[ (C^\ast(h,T) - C^\ast(h,t))^{2} \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right].
\] (2.7)

The process measures the quadratic risk under the measure \(Q\) associated with the future costs \((C^\ast(h,T) - C^\ast(h,t))\) given the information currently available. An investment strategy \(h\) is said to be risk-minimizing for \(A\) if it is 0-admissible and minimizes the risk process at any point in time.

Following [8] and [16], define the so-called intrinsic value process \(\mathcal{V}^{A^\ast}\) associated with \(A^\ast\) by
\[
\mathcal{V}^{A^\ast}(t) = \mathbb{E}_{Q}\left[ A^\ast(T) \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right] = A^\ast(t) + \mathbb{E}_{Q}\left[ \int_{t}^{T} e^{-\int_{s}^{T} r(u) du} dA(s) \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right].
\] (2.8)
There exists a unique decomposition for $V^A^*$ of the form
\[
V^A^*(t) = V^A^*(0) + \sum_{j=1}^d \int_0^t h_j^A^*(u) \, dS_j^*(u) + L^A^*(t),
\] (2.9)
where $h_1^A^*, \ldots, h_d^A^*$ satisfy certain regularity conditions, and where $L^A^*$ is a zero-mean $Q$-martingale which is orthogonal to the discounted price processes $S^*$. The decomposition (2.9) is also known as the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition.

Theorem 2.1 in [16] shows for the case $d = 1$ (an extension to the multidimensional case is possible; the assumption of positive definiteness following (2.1) ensures uniqueness) that there exists a unique risk-minimizing investment strategy $h^*$ for $A$ given by $h_j^* = h_j^A^*$ for $j = 1, \ldots, d$ and
\[
h_0^*(t) = V^A^*(t) - A^*(t) - \sum_{j=1}^d h_j^A^*(t)S_j^*(t).
\] (2.10)

Consequently, if one can explicitly write up the relevant Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition, this immediately yields an explicit risk-minimizing investment strategy for the insurance payment process.

The risk process associated with the the risk-minimizing investment strategy is
\[
R(h^*, t) = E^Q\left[\left( L^A^*(T) - L^A^*(t) \right)^2 \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right].
\]

The value process associated with the risk-minimizing investment strategy is
\[
V(h^*, t) = e^{\int_0^t r(u) \, du} \left( V^A^*(t) - A^*(t) \right)
= E^Q\left[ \int_t^T e^{-\int_t^s r(u) \, du} \, dA(s) \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right]
\] (2.11)
due to (2.10), in particular, the value of the investments before any payments is
\[
V(h^*, 0-) := V(h^*, 0) + A(0) = V^A^*(0)
= A(0) + E^Q\left[ \int_0^T e^{-\int_0^s r(u) \, du} \, dA(s) \right]
\] (2.12)
by (2.8).

The criterion of risk-minimization must be defined in terms of a martingale measure $Q$, such that the discounted price processes are martingales, and it is important to note that the risk process (2.7) and hence also the risk-minimizing strategy depends on the choice of martingale measure $Q$. In the incomplete market, there are many different
martingale measures, and this leaves open the question of how this measure should be chosen.

It would perhaps be more natural to introduce and minimize at any time \( t \) a risk process of the form (2.7), which involved an expected value with respect to the underlying probability measure \( P \) instead of a martingale measure \( Q \). However, it follows from [20] that one cannot in general minimize at any time \( t \) functionals of the type (2.7) if the risk process is defined in terms of the probability measure \( P \) and if \( P \) is not a martingale measure. Instead, one can alternatively apply the criterion of local risk-minimization, which amounts to minimizing the risk in a more local manner. There is a close relation between the two criterions of (global) risk-minimization and local risk-minimization if the discounted price processes \( S^* \) are continuous. Indeed, if the discounted price processes are continuous, local risk-minimization with respect to \( P \) is equivalent to (global) risk-minimization with respect to a specific martingale measure, the so-called minimal martingale measure \( \hat{Q} \). We refer to [21] for more details on this result. Thus, the minimal martingale measure is a natural candidate measure for global risk-minimization. However, the concept of risk-minimization can be used under any equivalent martingale measure, see also [15].

3 Risk-minimization in the presence of taxes and expenses

We extend the setting from Section 2 by including symmetrical taxes and expenses paid continuously. As in the previous section, we consider an insurance payment process \( A^b \) describing the accumulated benefits less premiums associated with some insurance contract(s).

We study two different approaches. First, we define after-tax and after-expense price processes directly from the underlying before-tax and before-expense price processes. These price processes are constructed exactly such that the return corresponds to the original return after taxes and expenses. In this setting with an artificial after-tax and after-expense market, we apply the criterion of risk-minimization directly. Second, we follow [5] and construct explicitly the payment processes associated with taxes and expenses and introduce the concept of tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization. The two approaches are conceptually different but are, as we unveil, mathematically equivalent in a specific sense which we explain later. The first approach using after-tax and after-expense price processes is detailed in Subsection 3.1, while Subsection 3.2 deals with tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization.

Following the second approach, where we have employed tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization, the risk-minimizing investment strategy leads to specific tax payments and expense payments. We investigate the following question: if another investor assumes
these payments, would it using classic risk-minimization as in Section 2 employ a different optimal investment strategy than the original investor, who used the criterion of tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization? Unsurprisingly, the answer turns out negative; it is not possible to reduce the risk further. The investigation is presented in Subsection 3.3.

3.1 Risk-minimization in the after-tax and after-expense market

To model the taxes and expenses, we introduce a tax rate $\gamma$ and an expense rate $\delta$; both are adapted processes. We assume that $\gamma$ takes values in $[0, 1)$, has limits from the left, and is bounded away from 1, while $\delta$ is only assumed to be bounded (and measurable). The taxes are paid continuously at rate $\gamma$ as a fraction of all returns (positive and negative) from the investment strategy, and the expenses are also paid continuously at rate $\delta$ but instead as a fraction of the value of the investment strategy.

The following example of taxes and expenses, which builds on the setup of Example 2.1, is the focal point of the case study in Section 4. It is introduced at this early stage to illustrate the general concepts.

Example 3.1 (Example 2.1 continued). The tax rate $\gamma \in [0, 1)$ is constant in time and deterministic. Thus the tax rate does not depend on the history of the insurance contract(s) or the history of the financial market. The expense rate $\delta$ is required to take the form

$$\delta(t) = \sum_{j \in J} 1_{\{Z(t) = j\}} \delta_j(t)$$

for $t \in (0, T]$, where $\delta_j$ are continuous state-wise expense rates assumed deterministic. With $Z$ describing the current state of the contract(s), this allows for modeling the administrative expenses more precisely, since various costs related to administration and investing typically depend on the state of the contract(s).

In general, the expense rate only depends on the history of the insurance contract(s) through the present state, and the expense rate does not depend on the history of the financial market. △

The taxation and expense schemes introduced here are idealizations of real-life regimes. As an example, the Danish PAL-tax is a flat tax of 15.3% on pension fund returns, but it is paid on a yearly basis (non-continuously) and asymmetrically: negative yearly returns lead to future tax deductions rather than negative tax payments. By setting $\gamma \equiv 0.153$ we obtain an idealization of the Danish taxation regime. In general, we consider our idealized approach a significant step towards understanding and handling a wide range of taxation and expense regimes.
Consider after-tax and after-expense price processes $\tilde{S}_j$ given by $\tilde{S}_j(0) = S_j(0)$ and
\[
d\tilde{S}_j(t) = \tilde{S}_j(t^-) \left( (1 - \gamma(t^-)) \frac{dS_j(t)}{S_j(t^-)} - \delta(t) dt \right),
\]
for $j = 0, 1, \ldots, d$, where $S_j$ are the before-tax and before-expense price processes introduced in Section 2. In the following, we assume that the fractions $\tilde{S}_j/S_j$ are well-defined and that there exists suitably regular (strong) solutions to (3.1). We interpret the after-tax and after-expense price processes as price processes of an artificial after-tax and after-expense market; this is based on the following observation: Rewriting (3.1), we see that
\[
\frac{d\tilde{S}_j(t)}{\tilde{S}_j(t^-)} = (1 - \gamma(t^-)) \frac{dS_j(t)}{S_j(t^-)} - \delta(t) dt,
\]
which shows that the relative returns of the after-tax and after-expense assets are affine transformations of the relative returns of the original before-tax and before-expense assets. The relative returns are scaled with a factor $(1 - \gamma)$ and reduced by $\delta$. In other words, the returns (3.1) correspond to the returns obtained by an investor paying taxes and expenses according to the scheme described in the beginning of this subsection.

The after-tax and after-expense version of the savings account takes the form
\[
\tilde{S}_0(t) = \exp \left( \int_0^t ((1 - \gamma(u)) r(u) - \delta(u)) \, du \right) = e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} S_0(t).
\]
(3.2)

This can be interpreted as using an artificial after-tax and after-expense short rate $((1 - \gamma)r - \delta)$ rather than the original short rate $r$.

We now study the artificial after-tax and after-expense market $(\tilde{S}_0, \tilde{S}_1, \ldots, \tilde{S}_d)$ within the setup of Section 2. Thus, we use the after-tax and after-expense savings account $\tilde{S}_0$ as numeraire, and we search for a risk-minimizing investment strategy $\tilde{h}$ for an insurance payment process $A^k$ in the after-tax and after-expense market.

It can be shown that the discounted after-tax and after-expense price processes defined by $\tilde{S}_j^* = \tilde{S}_j/\tilde{S}_0$ have dynamics
\[
d\tilde{S}_j^*(t) = \tilde{S}_j^*(t^-) (1 - \gamma(t^-)) \left( \frac{d\tilde{S}_j(t)}{\tilde{S}_j(t^-)} - r(t) dt \right)
= \frac{\tilde{S}_j(t^-)}{S_j(t^-)} S_0(t) (1 - \gamma(t^-)) \left( (S_0(t))^{-1} \frac{dS_j(t)}{S_j(t^-)} - r(t) S_j^*(t^-) dt \right)
= \frac{S_j(t^-)}{\tilde{S}_j(t^-)} (1 - \gamma(t^-)) d\tilde{S}_j^*(t).
\]
(3.3)
Note that $\hat{S}_0$ rather than $S_0$ is used as numeraire in the definition of the discounted after-tax and after-expense price processes.

Since the discounted before-tax and before-expense price processes $S^*_j$ are $Q$-martingales, it follows from (3.3) that the after-tax and after-expense price processes $\hat{S}^*_j$ are $Q$-local martingales. In the following, we assume for simplicity that the after-tax and after-expense price processes actually are $Q$-martingales.

From (3.2) we see that
\begin{equation}
\text{d} \hat{S}^*_j(t) = \frac{\hat{S}_j(t-)}{S_j(t-)} e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u)+\delta(u)) \text{d}u} (1 - \gamma(t-)) \text{d}S^*_j(t), \tag{3.4}
\end{equation}
which relates the dynamics of the discounted after-tax price and after-expense price processes to the dynamics of the discounted before-tax and before-expense price processes.

In this setting, the discounted insurance payment process $\hat{A}^{b,*}$ is given by $\hat{A}^{b,*}(0) = A^b(0)$ and
\begin{equation}
\text{d}\hat{A}^{b,*}(t) = \hat{S}_0^{-1}(t) \text{d}A^b(t) = e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u)+\delta(u)) \text{d}u} S_0^{-1}(t) \text{d}A^b(t), \tag{3.5}
\end{equation}
the undiscounted and discounted value processes $\hat{V}$ and $\hat{V}^*$ associated with $h$ are
\begin{align*}
\hat{V}(h,t) &= \sum_{j=0}^d h(t) \hat{S}_j(t), \\
\hat{V}^*(h,t) &= \sum_{j=0}^d h(t) \hat{S}^*_j(t),
\end{align*}
the undiscounted and discounted cost processes $\hat{C}$ and $\hat{C}^*$ associated with $h$ are
\begin{align*}
\hat{C}(h,t) &= \hat{V}(h,t) - \sum_{j=1}^d \int_0^t h_j(u) \text{d}\hat{S}_j(u) + A^b(t), \tag{3.6} \\
\hat{C}^*(\hat{h},t) &= \hat{V}^*(h,t) - \sum_{j=1}^d \int_0^t h_j(u) \text{d}\hat{S}^*_j(u) + \hat{A}^{b,*}(t), \tag{3.7}
\end{align*}
and the risk process associated with $h$ is
\begin{equation*}
\hat{R}(h,t) = \mathbb{E}^Q \left[ (\hat{C}^*(h,T) - \hat{C}^*(h,t))^2 \bigg| \mathcal{F}(t) \right].
\end{equation*}
It follows from the results reviewed in Section 2 that the risk-minimizing investment strategy for the insurance payment process $A^b$ in the after-tax and after-expense market with numeraire $\hat{S}_0$ can be expressed in terms of the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe
decomposition
\[
V^{\tilde{A}^{b*}}(t) = \mathbb{E}^Q \left[ \tilde{A}^{b*}(T) \left| \mathcal{F}(t) \right. \right]
\]
\[
= V^{\tilde{A}^{b*}}(0) + \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_{0}^{t} \tilde{h}_j^{\tilde{A}^{b*}}(u) \, d\tilde{S}^*_j(u) + \tilde{L}^{\tilde{A}^{b*}}(t), \quad (3.8)
\]
where the zero-mean martingale \( \tilde{L}^{\tilde{A}^{b*}} \) is orthogonal to the discounted after-tax and after-expense price processes \((\tilde{S}^*_1, \ldots, \tilde{S}^*_d)\).

With this notation in place, we can write up the following result, which is an immediate consequence of the results reviewed in Section 2.

**Proposition 3.2.** The unique risk-minimizing investment strategy \( \tilde{h}^* \) in the after-tax and after-expense market is given by
\[
\tilde{h}_j^*(t) = \tilde{h}_j^{\tilde{A}^{b*}}(t) \quad (3.9)
\]
for \( j = 1, \ldots, d \) and
\[
\tilde{h}_0^*(t) = V^{\tilde{A}^{b*}}(t) - \tilde{A}^{b*}(t) - \sum_{j=1}^{d} \tilde{h}_j^*(t)\tilde{S}^*_j(t). \quad (3.10)
\]

The associated value and risk processes are
\[
\tilde{V}(\tilde{h}^*, t) = \mathbb{E}^Q \left[ \int_{t}^{T} e^{-\int_{s}^{T} ((1-\gamma(u))r(u)-\delta(u)) \, du} \, dA^b(s) \left| \mathcal{F}(t) \right. \right], \quad (3.11)
\]
\[
\tilde{R}(\tilde{h}^*, t) = \mathbb{E}^Q \left[ \left( \tilde{L}^{\tilde{A}^{b*}}(T) - \tilde{L}^{\tilde{A}^{b*}}(t) \right)^2 \right] \quad \mathcal{F}(t).)
\]

From (3.11) we see that the current value of the investment strategy can be obtained as the conditional expected value of future payments, discounted with an artificial after-tax and after-expense short rate \( ((1-\gamma)r - \delta) \) rather than the original short rate \( r \).

Recall that our interest lies in the before-tax and before-expense market rather than the artificial after-tax and after-expense market. We shall therefore now restate the risk-minimizing investment strategy in terms of quantities pertaining to the before-tax and before-expense market. Specifically, we want to identify an investment strategy \( h^* \) satisfying
\[
V(h^*, t) = \sum_{j=0}^{d} h_j^*(t)S_j(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{d} \tilde{h}_j^*(t)\tilde{S}_j(t) = \tilde{V}(\tilde{h}^*, t).
\]
An alternative Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of $\mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}$ is obtained by taking the discounted before-tax and before-expense price processes $(S^*_1, \ldots, S^*_d)$ as integrators, which yields

$$\mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(t) = \mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(0) + \sum_{j=1}^d \int_0^t h_j^{A^{b,*}}(u) \, dS^*_j(u) + L^{A^{b,*}}(t), \quad (3.12)$$

where the zero-mean martingale $L^{A^{b,*}}$ is orthogonal to the discounted before-tax and before-expense price processes $(S^*_1, \ldots, S^*_d)$. It moreover follows from (3.4) that

$$dS^*_j(t) = S^*_j(t-) \frac{S_j(u-)}{S_j(t-)} e^{-\int_0^u (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} \frac{1}{1 - \gamma(t-)} \, d\tilde{S}^*_j(u). \quad (3.13)$$

Because $L^{A^{b,*}}$ is orthogonal to $(S^*_1, \ldots, S^*_d)$, we thus find that it is also orthogonal to $(\tilde{S}^*_1, \ldots, \tilde{S}^*_d)$. By (3.13), we also find that

$$\mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(t) = \mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(0) + L^{A^{b,*}}(t)$$

$$+ \sum_{j=1}^d \int_0^t h_j^{A^{b,*}}(u) \frac{S_j(u-)}{S_j(t-)} e^{-\int_0^u (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} \frac{1}{1 - \gamma(u-)} \, d\tilde{S}^*_j(u). \quad (3.14)$$

Hence (3.14) is another Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of $\mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}$ w.r.t. $(\tilde{S}^*_1, \ldots, \tilde{S}^*_d)$. Uniqueness of the decomposition then implies $L^{A^{b,*}} = L^{A^{*,b}}$ and

$$\frac{\tilde{S}_j(t-)}{S_j(t-)} h_j^{A^{b,*}}(t) = \frac{1}{1 - \gamma(t-)} e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} h_j^{A^{b,*}}(t) \quad (3.15)$$

for $j = 1, \ldots, d$.

While the risk-minimizing investment strategy of Proposition 3.2 pertains to the after-tax and after-expense market, it can be restated in terms of the before-tax and before-expense assets. Assume for a moment that the price processes are continuous, thus $S_j(t-) = \tilde{S}_j(t)$. An investment at time $t$ of $\tilde{h}_j^*(t)$ in the after-tax and after-expense asset $j$ corresponds to an investment of

$$h_j^*(t) = \frac{S_j(t)}{\tilde{S}_j(t)} \tilde{h}_j^*(t) \quad (3.16)$$

in the before-tax and before-expense asset $j$. It follows from (3.15) and (3.9) that

$$h_j^*(t) = \frac{1}{1 - \gamma(t-)} e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} h_j^{A^{b,*}}(t), \quad (3.17)$$
for $j = 1, \ldots, d$, and from (3.10) and (3.2) that

$$h^*_0(t) = e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(t) - \hat{A}^{b,*}(t) \right) - \frac{\hat{S}_0(t)}{S_0(t)} \sum_{j=1}^d \hat{h}^*_j(t) \hat{S}^*_j(t)$$

$$= e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(t) - \hat{A}^{b,*}(t) \right) - \sum_{j=1}^d h^*_j(t) S^*_j(t).$$  (3.18)

Even if the price processes are not continuous, we can consider the investment strategy $h^*$ given by

$$h^*_j(t) = \frac{\hat{S}_j(t-)}{S_j(t-)} \hat{h}^*_j(t)$$  (3.19)

for $j = 1, \ldots, d$ and

$$h^*_0(t) = \frac{\hat{S}_0(t)}{S_0(t)} h^*_0(t) + (S_0(t))^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^d \hat{h}^*_j(t) \hat{S}^*_j(t) \left( 1 - \frac{S_j(t)}{S_j(t-)} \frac{\hat{S}_j(t-)}{\hat{S}_j(t)} \right),$$  (3.20)

where the investment in the before-tax and before-expense savings account exactly has been determined such that the total value remains unchanged, i.e. such that

$$V(h^*, t) = \hat{V}(\hat{h}^*, t).$$  (3.21)

In particular, $h^*$ is 0-admissible (pertaining to the before-tax and before-expense market). Furthermore, straightforward calculations show that $h^*$ also in the discontinuous case satisfies (3.17) and (3.18). While $h^*$ is 0-admissible, it is (in non-trivial cases) not risk-minimizing in the sense of minimizing the classic risk process $R$ defined by (2.7) and based on the discounted cost process $C^*$ given by (2.5). In the following subsection, we arrive at the same investment strategy by explicitly constructing the payment processes associated with taxes and expenses and applying the new concept of tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization rather than classic risk-minimization.

### 3.2 Tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization

In this subsection, we consider an alternative approach and construct explicitly payment processes related to taxes and expenses. Let $\gamma$ and $\delta$ be the tax and expense rates introduced in Subsection 3.1. Since the taxes and expenses lead to payments that depend on the investment strategy and the investment returns, we introduce two additional payment processes $A^{\text{tax}}(h)$ and $A^{\text{e}}(h)$ for taxes and expenses, respectively, defined by $A^{\text{tax}}(h, 0) = 0$, $A^{\text{e}}(h, 0) = 0$, and

$$dA^{\text{tax}}(h, t) = \gamma(t-) \sum_{j=0}^d h_j(t) dS_j(t),$$  (3.22)

$$dA^{\text{e}}(h, t) = \delta(t) V(h, t) dt.$$  (3.23)
We note that the taxes are symmetric in the sense that positive investment returns lead to a tax payment, whereas negative investment returns lead to a tax income (negative payment). We can interpret the taxes and expenses as negative dividends, by introducing dividend processes $D_j$ given by $D_j(0) = 0$ and
\[
dD_j(t) = -\gamma(t-\cdot) dS_j(t) - \delta(t) S_j(t) dt
\]
for $j = 0, \ldots, d$, when
\[
dA^{\text{tax}}(h, t) + dA^e(h, t) = -\sum_{j=0}^d h_j(t) dD_j(t).
\]

The traded assets with price processes $(S_0, S_1, \ldots, S_d)$ are then to be seen as trading ex dividend (or before taxes and expenses). In comparison, the artificial market with price processes $(\tilde{S}_0, \tilde{S}_1, \ldots, \tilde{S}_d)$ of Subsection 3.1 was given the interpretation of being after taxes and expenses. As mentioned in Section 1, risk-minimization in the presence of dividends appears to be a rather unexplored area of research; for a general introduction to dividends in continuous time we refer to [2] Chapter 16.

We are interested in the problem of determining risk-minimizing investment strategies for the combined payments consisting of the three payment processes $A^b$, $A^{\text{tax}}(h)$, and $A^e(h)$. Thus, we define the undiscounted cost process in the presence of taxes and expenses as the cost process of the total payments, which depend on the choice of our object of interest, namely the investment strategy $h$. In this sense, we are facing a fixed-point problem.

**Definition 3.3.** The undiscounted cost process $C$ in the presence of taxes and expenses associated with an investment strategy $h$ and an insurance payment process $A^b$ is defined by
\[
C(h, t) = V(h, t) - \sum_{j=0}^d \int_0^t h_j(u) dS_j(u) + A^b(t) + A^{\text{tax}}(h, t) + A^e(h, t), \quad (3.24)
\]
where $A^{\text{tax}}(h)$ and $A^e(h)$ are defined by (3.22) and (3.23), respectively.

We see that $C(h, t)$ comprises the accumulated costs during $[0, t]$ including the payments $A^b(t)$, $A^{\text{tax}}(h, t)$, and $A^e(h, t)$. Therefore, the value process at time $t$, i.e. $V(h, t)$, should, in a similar fashion to previously, be interpreted as the value of the portfolio $h$ held at time $t$ after all payments during $[0, t]$, including taxes and expenses.

The discounted cost process $C^*$ is defined from the undiscounted cost process via (2.5), i.e.
\[
C^*(h, t) = C(h, 0) + \int_0^t S_0^{-1}(u) dC(h, u). \quad (3.25)
\]
We now introduce the following definitions of tax- and expense-modified value, cost, and risk processes, respectively.

**Definition 3.4.** The tax- and expense-modified value and cost processes are defined via

\[
\tilde{V}(h, t) = e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} V^*(h, t), \\
\tilde{C}(h, t) = C^*(h, 0) + \int_0^t e^{\int_0^s (\gamma(\tau) r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} \, dC^*(h, u),
\]

where \(C^*\) is defined by (3.25), and where \(C\) is defined by (3.24). A strategy is said to be risk-minimizing for \(A^b\) in the presence of taxes and expenses if it is 0-admissible and minimizes for all \(t \in [0, T]\) the tax- and expense-modified risk process \(\tilde{R}\) defined by

\[
\tilde{R}(h, t) = E^Q \left[ \left( \tilde{C}(h, T) - \tilde{C}(h, t) \right)^2 \right| F(t). \tag{3.28}
\]

Note that the tax- and expense-modified quantities correspond to the usual discounted quantities but using as numeraire the after-tax and after-expense savings account rather than the before-tax and before-expense savings account.

By straightforward calculations, we find that

\[
e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \, dC^*(h, t)
\]

\[
= d \left( e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \, V^*(h, t) \right) + e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \, dA^b,^*(t)
\]

\[
- \sum_{j=1}^d h_j(t) \left( 1 - \gamma(t-) \right) e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \, dS_j^*(t).
\]

It follows from the definition given by (3.27) and the above calculations that

\[
d\tilde{C}(h, t) = d\tilde{V}(h, t) - \sum_{j=1}^d h_j(t) \left( 1 - \gamma(t-) \right) e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \, dS_j^*(t)
\]

\[
+ e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \, dA^b,^*(t). \tag{3.29}
\]

Thus, the dynamics of the tax- and expense-modified cost process \(\tilde{C}\) has a structure which is similar to the dynamics for the discounted cost process in the traditional setting, compare with (2.6). This observation enables us to use similar techniques as in the classic setting without taxes and expenses for determining risk-minimizing investment strategies. To do this, we first define a tax- and expense-modified version \(\tilde{A}^b\) of the discounted insurance payment process \(A^b,^*\) via

\[
\tilde{A}^b(t) = A^b,^*(0) + \int_0^t e^{\int_0^s (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \, dA^b,^*(s).
\]
Note that the tax- and expense-modified insurance payment process corresponds to the usual discounted insurance payment process but with the after-tax and after-expense savings account rather than the before-tax and before-expense savings account as numeraire, i.e.

\[ \tilde{A}^b = \tilde{A}^{b,*}, \quad (3.30) \]

where \( \tilde{A}^{b,*} \) is given by (3.5). The new notation is solely to stress the change in interpretation compared to the Subsection 3.1.

We again define the intrinsic value process associated with \( \tilde{A}^b \) as the \( Q \)-martingale

\[ V^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) = E^Q \left[ \tilde{A}^b(T) \middle| \mathcal{F}(t) \right] \]
\[ = \tilde{A}^b(t) + E^Q \left[ \int_t^T e^{-\int_u^t r(v)dv} e^{\int_u^t (\gamma(v)r(v)+\delta(v))dv} dA^b(v) \middle| \mathcal{F}(t) \right], \quad (3.31) \]

and (re)write its Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition as

\[ V^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) = V^{\tilde{A}^b}(0) + \sum_{j=1}^d \int_0^t h_j^{\tilde{A}^b}(u) dS_j^*(u) + L^{\tilde{A}^b}(t). \quad (3.32) \]

Due to uniqueness of the decomposition, we have \( V^{\tilde{A}^b} = V^{\tilde{A}^{b,*}} \), \( L^{\tilde{A}^b} = L^{\tilde{A}^{b,*}} \), and \( h_j^{\tilde{A}^b} = h_j^{\tilde{A}^{b,*}} \) for \( j = 1, \ldots, d \), confer also with (3.30) and (3.12).

The following theorem contains the main result of the paper.

**Theorem 3.5.** There exists a unique risk-minimizing investment strategy \( \tilde{h} \) for \( A^b \) in the presence of taxes and expenses given by

\[ \tilde{h}_j(t) = \frac{1}{1 - \gamma(t-)} e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u)+\delta(u))du} h_j^{\tilde{A}^b}(t), \quad (3.34) \]

for \( j = 1, \ldots, d \) and

\[ \tilde{h}_0(t) = e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u)+\delta(u))du} \left( V^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) - \tilde{A}^b(t) \right) - \sum_{j=1}^d \tilde{h}_j(t)S_j^*(t). \quad (3.35) \]

The associated risk process is given by

\[ \tilde{R}(\tilde{h}, t) = E^Q \left[ \left( L^{\tilde{A}^b}(T) - L^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) \right)^2 \middle| \mathcal{F}(t) \right], \quad (3.36) \]

and the associated value process is

\[ V(\tilde{h}, t) = E^Q \left[ \int_t^T e^{-\int_u^t ((1-\gamma(u))r(u)-\delta(u))du} dA^b(v) \middle| \mathcal{F}(t) \right]. \quad (3.37) \]
The proof of the result is presented below. First, we give an interpretation of the result and relate it to the risk-minimizing investment strategy in the after-tax and after-expense market, confer with Proposition 3.2 and the discussion thereafter.

By comparing (3.33) and (2.9), we see that the quantity \( \tilde{h}_j^A(t) \) can be interpreted as the number of assets \( j \) at time \( t \) in a risk-minimizing investment strategy for the modified payment process \( \tilde{A}^b \) in the classic setting without taxes and expenses, see Section 2. The solution of Theorem 3.5 is a modification of this strategy which adjusts for the taxes and expenses via the factors \( (1 - \gamma(t-))^{-1} \) and \( e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \).

From (3.37) we see that the current value of the investment strategy can be obtained as the conditional expected value of future payments given the information currently available but discounted with a modified short rate \( ((1 - \gamma) r - \delta) \) rather than the original short rate \( r \).

The modified discount factor corresponds to using the after-tax and after-expense savings account rather than the before-tax and before-expense savings account as the reference for the time-value of money. Moreover, the value agrees with the value obtained in Subsection 3.1 for the after-tax and after-expense market, confer with (3.11), i.e.

\[
V(\tilde{h}, t) = \tilde{V}(\tilde{h}^*, t)
\]

with \( \tilde{h}^* \) given by (3.9) and (3.10). Actually, we see that \( \tilde{h} = h^* \) with \( h^* \) given by (3.19) and (3.20). Furthermore, since \( L\tilde{A}^b = \tilde{L}^{A^b,*} \), the risk processes associated with the risk-minimizing strategies of course also agree; in other words, the residual risks are identical. This proves the relation between after-tax and after-expense risk-minimization and tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization alluded to at the end of Subsection 3.1. In other words, strategies resulting from the two conceptually different approaches are mathematically equivalent in the sense that the sums invested in each asset are equal.

The proof of Theorem 3.5 can in principle be based on Proposition 3.2. Straightforward calculations show that the modified and discounted cost processes \( \tilde{C} \) and \( \tilde{C}^* \), respectively, are directly related by adjusting the investment strategies according to the mappings given by (3.19) and (3.20). Thus by essentially combining (3.15) and (3.12) with the identity (3.30), the proof can be established. To better reveal what is going on behind the scenes, we provide a direct proof.

**Proof of Theorem 3.5.** The result is proven by determining the quantity (3.28) and minimizing it. Since by definition \( A^{tax}(h, 0) = 0 \) and \( A^c(h, 0) = 0 \), we see that \( \tilde{C}(h, 0) = \tilde{V}(h, 0) + \tilde{A}^b(0) \). It now follows from (3.29) and the definition of the modified cost process
that
\[
\tilde{C}(h, t) = \tilde{V}(h, t) + \tilde{A}^b(t) \\
- \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_{0}^{t} (1 - \gamma(u-)) h_j(u) e^{\int_{u}^{t} (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) d\tau} dS_j^*(u). \tag{3.38}
\]

For 0-admissible strategies \(\tilde{h}\) we have that \(V(\tilde{h}, T) = 0\) and hence also \(\tilde{V}(\tilde{h}, T) = 0\). Moreover, (3.33) implies that
\[
\tilde{A}^b(T) = V^{\tilde{A}^b}(0) + \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_{0}^{T} h_j^{\tilde{A}^b}(u) dS_j^*(u) + L^{\tilde{A}^b}(T). \tag{3.39}
\]

Now insert (3.39) into (3.38) with \(t = T\) and use \(\tilde{V}(\tilde{h}, T) = 0\) to see that
\[
\tilde{C}(\tilde{h}, T) = V^{\tilde{A}^b}(0) + L^{\tilde{A}^b}(T) \\
+ \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_{0}^{T} \left( h_j^{\tilde{A}^b}(u) - (1 - \gamma(u-)) \tilde{h}_j(u) e^{\int_{u}^{t} (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) d\tau} \right) dS_j^*(u) \\
= V^{\tilde{A}^b}(0) + \left( L^{\tilde{A}^b}(T) - L^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) \right) \\
- \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_{0}^{t} (1 - \gamma(u-)) \tilde{h}_j(u) e^{\int_{u}^{t} (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) d\tau} dS_j^*(u) \\
+ \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_{t}^{T} \left( h_j^{\tilde{A}^b}(u) - (1 - \gamma(u-)) \tilde{h}_j(u) e^{\int_{u}^{t} (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) d\tau} \right) dS_j^*(u),
\]

where the last equality follows from (3.33). By combining the expressions for \(\tilde{C}(\tilde{h}, T)\) and \(\tilde{C}(\tilde{h}, t)\) and by using the orthogonality of the \(Q\)-martingales \(S_j^*\) and \(L^{\tilde{A}^b}\), we find that
\[
\tilde{R}(\tilde{h}, t) = R_1(\tilde{h}, t) + E^Q \left[ \left( L^{\tilde{A}^b}(T) - L^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) \right)^2 \bigg| \mathcal{F}(t) \right] + R_2(\tilde{h}, t)
\]
with \(R_1\) and \(R_2\) given by
\[
R_1(\tilde{h}, t) = \left( V^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) - \tilde{V}(\tilde{h}, t) - \tilde{A}^b(t) \right)^2
\]
and
\[
R_2(\tilde{h}, t) = E^Q \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_{t}^{T} \left( h_j^{\tilde{A}^b}(u) - (1 - \gamma(u-)) \tilde{h}_j(u) e^{\int_{u}^{t} (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) d\tau} \right) dS_j^*(u) \bigg| \mathcal{F}(t) \right]^2.
\]
The terms $R_1$ and $R_2$ can now be eliminated as follows. First, the term $R_2$ is eliminated by e.g. choosing $(\tilde{h}_1, \ldots, \tilde{h}_d)$ according to (3.34). By examining $R_1$, we realize that this term next can be eliminated if and only if
\[
e_{\int_0^T (\gamma(\tau) (r(\tau) + \delta(\tau))) d\tau} V^*(\tilde{h}, t) = V(\tilde{h}, t) = \mathcal{V}^{A^b}(t) - \tilde{A}^b(t),
\]
i.e. if and only if
\[
V^*(\tilde{h}, t) = e^{-\int_0^T (\gamma(\tau) (r(\tau) + \delta(\tau))) d\tau} \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^b}(t) - \tilde{A}^b(t) \right),
\]
which is then obtained by choosing $\tilde{h}_0$ uniquely according to (3.35). This shows that $\tilde{h}$ given by (3.34) and (3.35) is a risk-minimizing investment strategy for $A^b$ in the presence of taxes and expenses, and, further, establishes (3.36) and (3.37).

To prove uniqueness, it remains to be shown that each $\tilde{h}_j$ for $j = 1, \ldots, d$ is uniquely determined. First note that by Itô isometry and (2.1),
\[
R_2(\tilde{h}, 0) = \sum_{i=1}^d \sum_{j=1}^d E^Q \left[ \int_0^T \alpha_i(t) \alpha_j(t) d\langle S^*_i, S^*_j \rangle(t) \right]
= E^Q \left[ \int_0^T \alpha^r(t) \sigma_S(t) \alpha(t) dB(t) \right],
\]
where $\alpha = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_d)$ is given by
\[
\alpha_j(t) = h_j^{A^b}(t) - (1 - \gamma(t-)) \tilde{h}_j(t) e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) du}
\]
for $j = 1, \ldots, d$. Recall that each $\sigma_S(t)$ is assumed positive definite and that $B$ is null at 0 and strictly increasing. It follows that $R_2(\tilde{h}, 0) = 0$ if and only if each $\alpha_j$ is zero, i.e. if and only if $(\tilde{h}_1, \ldots, \tilde{h}_d)$ is chosen according to (3.34). This proves uniqueness of the risk-minimizing investment strategy. \hfill $\square$

In this subsection, we have introduced the concept of tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization and solved the corresponding minimization problem based on the tax-and expense-modified risk process $\tilde{R}$ defined by (3.28), which involves the tax- and expense-modified cost process $\tilde{C}$ defined by (3.27) using a modified discount factor $(1 - \gamma) r - \delta$.

We should like to stress that we have not minimized the risk process
\[
(h, t) \rightarrow E^Q \left[ (C^*(h, T) - C^*(h, t))^2 \right] F(t)
\]
with $C^*$ given by (3.25) and (3.24),

Correspondingly, the solutions we provide here do not allow us to draw any conclusions concerning this particular minimization problem.
As previously mentioned, the modified discount factor corresponds to using the after-tax and after-expense savings account rather than the before-tax and before-expensive savings account as the reference for the time value of money. In other words, modified risk-minimization takes into account the fact that taxes and expenses essentially impact the time-value of money. In our opinion, modified risk-minimization is therefore more instinctive than what could have been a first Ansatz, namely simply minimizing (3.40).

### 3.3 Two-step risk-minimization

In this subsection, we study two-step risk-minimization in the following sense. Assume that the original investor, say an insurer, adopts the risk-minimizing investment strategy \( \tilde{h} \) in the presence of taxes and expenses given by Theorem 3.5. Then it faces the tax specific payments \( A_{tax}(\tilde{h}) \) and expense payments \( A_e(\tilde{h}) \) in addition to the original insurance payments \( A^b \). We consider the scenario where a systemic investor, e.g. a re-insurer, assumes the payments and faces the problem of classic risk-minimization (in the absence of taxes and expenses) within the setup of Section 2. The relevant classic insurance payment process \( A \) is thus given by

\[
A(t) = A^b(t) + A_{tax}(\tilde{h}, t) + A_e(\tilde{h}, t),
\]

where \( \tilde{h} \) is determined by Theorem 3.5 and thus fixed. To determine the classic risk-minimizing investment strategy for \( A \), we now study the intrinsic value process \( V^{A^*} \) associated with \( A^* \). The following lemma is key.

**Lemma 3.6.** With \( A \) given by (3.41), the corresponding intrinsic value process \( V^{A^*} \) has the following Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition:

\[
V^{A^*}(t) = V^{A^*}(0) + \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_0^t \tilde{h}_j(u) dS^*_j(u) + \int_0^t e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau)+\delta(\tau)) d\tau} dL^{A^b}(u),
\]

with \( \tilde{h} \) the risk-minimizing investment strategy of \( A^b \) in the presence of taxes and expenses given by Theorem 3.5 and with \( L^{A^b} \) as in the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of \( V^{A^b} \), confer with (3.33). Furthermore,

\[
V^{A^*}(t) = A^*(t) + e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u)+\delta(u)) du} \left( V^{A^b}(t) - \tilde{A}^b(t) \right).
\]
Proof. By straightforward calculations we obtain the following expression:

\[ A^*(t) = \int_0^t e^{-\int_0^u r(\tau) \, d\tau} \, dA(u) \]

\[ = A^{b,*}(t) + \sum_{j=1}^d \int_0^t (u-j) h_j(u) \, dS_j^\gamma(u) \]

\[ + \int_0^t (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) e^{-\int_0^u r(\tau) \, d\tau} V(\tilde{h}, u) \, du. \]

Because the discounted price processes are \( Q \)-martingales, it follows that

\[ \mathcal{V}^A(t) = \mathbb{E}^Q[A^*(T) \mid \mathcal{F}(t)] \]

\[ = \mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(t) + A^{\text{tax},*}(\tilde{h}, t) + A^{e,*}(\tilde{h}, t) \]

\[ + \mathbb{E}^Q\left[ \int_t^T (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) e^{-\int_0^u r(\tau) \, d\tau} V(\tilde{h}, u) \, du \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right]. \]

From (3.37),

\[ V(\tilde{h}, u) = \mathbb{E}^Q\left[ \int_u^T e^{-\int_0^s (1-\gamma(\tau)) r(\tau) - \delta(\tau) \, d\tau} \, dA^b(s) \mid \mathcal{F}(u) \right]. \]

By the law of iterated expectations and by interchanging the order of integration, simple manipulations yield

\[ \mathbb{E}^Q\left[ \int_t^T (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) e^{-\int_0^u r(\tau) \, d\tau} V(\tilde{h}, u) \, du \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right] \]

\[ = \mathbb{E}^Q\left[ \int_t^T e^{-\int_0^u r(\tau) \, d\tau} \int_s^u (\gamma(u) r(u) + \delta(u)) e^{\int_0^u (\gamma(\tau) r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} \, du \, dA^b(s) \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right] \]

\[ = \mathbb{E}^Q\left[ \int_t^T e^{-\int_0^u r(\tau) \, d\tau} \left( e^{\int_0^u (\gamma(\tau) r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} - 1 \right) \, dA^b(s) \mid \mathcal{F}(t) \right] \]

\[ = e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(\tau) r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^b}(t) - \tilde{A}^b(t) \right) - \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(t) - A^{b,*}(t) \right), \]

see also (2.8) and (3.32). Collecting everything, we obtain

\[ \mathcal{V}^A(t) = \mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(t) + A^{\text{tax},*}(\tilde{h}, t) + A^{e,*}(\tilde{h}, t) \]

\[ + e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(\tau) r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^b}(t) - \tilde{A}^b(t) \right) - \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^{b,*}}(t) - A^{b,*}(t) \right) \]

\[ = A^{b,*}(t) + A^{\text{tax},*}(\tilde{h}, t) + A^{e,*}(\tilde{h}, t) + e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(\tau) r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^b}(t) - \tilde{A}^b(t) \right) \]

\[ = A^*(t) + e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(\tau) r(\tau) + \delta(\tau)) \, d\tau} \left( \mathcal{V}^{A^b}(t) - \tilde{A}^b(t) \right), \]
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as desired. Now using integration by parts and the definition of $\hat{A}^h$, we find that
\[
d\mathcal{V}^{A^*}(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{d} \gamma(t-)\tilde{h}_j(t)\,dS^*_j(t) + e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau))\,d\tau} \,d\mathcal{V}^{\hat{A}^h}(t).
\]

From the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of $\mathcal{V}^{\hat{A}^h}$, confer with (3.33), and the identity (3.34), it follows that
\[
d\mathcal{V}^{A^*}(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{d} \gamma(t-)\tilde{h}_j(t)\,dS^*_j(t) + \sum_{j=1}^{d} (1 - \gamma(t-))\tilde{h}_j(t)\,dS^*_j(t) + e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau))\,d\tau} \,dL^{\hat{A}^h}(t).
\]

Note that the final term is a zero-mean $Q$-martingale orthogonal to the discounted price processes, because this is the case for $L^\hat{A}^h$. We conclude that $\mathcal{V}^{A^*}$ has Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition given by
\[
\mathcal{V}^{A^*}(t) = \mathcal{V}^{A^*}(0) + \sum_{j=1}^{d} \int_0^t \tilde{h}_j(u)\,dS^*_j(u) + \int_0^t e^{-\int_0^u (\gamma(\tau)r(\tau) + \delta(\tau))\,d\tau} \,dL^{\hat{A}^h}(u),
\]
as desired. \hfill \Box

Combining Lemma 3.6 with the classic results reviewed in Section 2, we obtain the main result of this subsection:

**Proposition 3.7.** With $A$ given by (3.41) there exists a unique classic risk-minimizing investment strategy for $A$, and this investment strategy is identical to the unique risk-minimizing investment strategy for $\hat{A}^h$ in the presence of taxes and expenses.

**Proof.** It follows from the results reviewed in Section 2 that there exists a unique classic risk-minimizing investment strategy $h^*$ for $A$ given by $h^*_j = \tilde{h}_j$ for $j = 1, \ldots, d$, due to Lemma 3.6, and
\[
h^*_0(t) = \mathcal{V}^{A^*}(t) - A^*(t) - \sum_{j=1}^{d} \tilde{h}_j(t)S^*_j(t).
\]
To establish the theorem, it remains to be shown that $h^*_0(t) = \tilde{h}_0(t)$. From (3.35),
\[
\tilde{h}_0(t) = e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u) + \delta(u))\,du} \left(\mathcal{V}^\hat{A}^h(t) - \hat{A}^h(t)\right) - \sum_{j=1}^{d} \tilde{h}_j(t)S^*_j(t),
\]
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such that it suffices to show that
\[ V^A(t) - A^*(t) = e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma(u)r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \left( V^b(t) - A^b(t) \right). \]

But this also immediately follows from Lemma 3.6 thus completing the proof.

Proposition 3.7 allows us to draw the following conclusion. If a systemic investor assumes all payments, including taxes and expenses, of an original investor adopting the risk-minimizing investment strategy in the presence of taxes and expenses, and faces the problem of classic risk-minimization (in the absence of taxes and expenses), then the optimal strategy coincides with the investment strategy adopted by the original investor; in particular, additional risk reduction is impossible, and in this specific sense, tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization is consistent with classic risk-minimization.

4 Case study: classic multi-state life insurance payments

In Example 2.1 and Example 3.1, we considered an extension of the classic life insurance setting (cf. [11, 18, 6]) by allowing for investments in a bond market following a Vasicek term structure model with a deterministic tax rate and expenses depending on the current state of the insurance contract(s). This setup excluding taxes and expenses is similar to earlier examples from the literature on risk-minimization, see e.g. [16] Subsection 3.1.

In this section, we derive risk-minimizing investment strategies in the presence of taxes and expenses within the framework of Example 2.1 and Example 3.1 using the tools developed in Section 3. Throughout the exposition, we explain how to extend the results to general diffusion term structure models.

The models for the market, insurance payment process, and taxes and expenses were introduced in Example 2.1 and Example 3.1 and will not be repeated here. To keep the notation simple, we disregarded lump-sum payments in the examples and shall continue to do so here. An extension to more general payments is straightforward.

The section proceeds as follows. The risk-minimizing investment strategy in the presence of taxes and expenses is derived in Subsection 4.1, and valuation and computability with a view towards actuarial practice is discussed in Subsection 4.2.

4.1 Tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization

Based on the Markovianity of the short-rate \( r \), define \( F \) and \( F^{1-\gamma} \) by
\[
F(t, r(t), s) = E^Q \left[ e^{-\int_t^s r(u) \, du} \bigg| r(t) \right] = E^Q \left[ e^{-\int_t^s r(u) \, du} \bigg| F(t) \right],
\]
\[
F^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s) = E^Q \left[ e^{-\int_t^s (1-\gamma) r(u) \, du} \bigg| r(t) \right] = E^Q \left[ e^{-\int_t^s (1-\gamma) r(u) \, du} \bigg| F(t) \right].
\]
Note that $F(t, r(t), T) = S_1(t)$. Also note that
\[ d(1 - \gamma)r(t) = \kappa \left( (1 - \gamma)\theta - (1 - \gamma)r(t) \right) dt + (1 - \gamma)\sigma dW(t), \]
so that $t \mapsto (1 - \gamma)r(t)$ is another Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Using explicit results for the Vasicek term structure model, see e.g. [2] Proposition 24.3, we then find that
\[ F_1^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s) = (1 - \gamma)F_r(t, r(t), s)F_1^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s), \quad (4.1) \]
where $F_r(t, r, s) = \frac{\partial}{\partial r}F(t, r, s)$ and similarly for $F_1^{1-\gamma}(t, r, s)$.

Define also so-called expense deflated transition probabilities $p^{-\delta}$ by
\[ p^{-\delta}_{ij}(t, s) = E^Q\left[ \mathbb{1}_{\{Z(s) = j\}} e^{\int_s^t \delta Z(u) du} \bigg| Z(t) = i \right]. \]

Note that if $\delta \geq 0$, then $p^{-\delta}_{ij} \geq p^{0}_{ij}$, where the latter are actually the ordinary transition probabilities, which satisfy Kolmogorov’s backward and forward differential equations. In the general case, for $\delta \neq 0$, it follows from Appendix A that the expense deflated transition probabilities satisfy systems of ordinary differential equations similar to Kolmogorov’s backward and forward differential equations.

The tax- and expense-modified version $\tilde{A}^b$ of the discounted insurance payment process is given by
\[ \tilde{A}^b(t) = A^b(0) + \int_0^t e^{-\int_0^s ((1-\gamma)r(u) - \delta(u)) du} dA^b(s), \]
confer with e.g. (3.30).

The following approach follows along the lines of Section 3 in [16]. Using the independence between $Z$ and the financial market, it can be shown that the intrinsic value process associated with $\tilde{A}^b$ can be written as
\[ V^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) = E^Q\left[ \tilde{A}^b(T) \bigg| F(t) \right] = \tilde{A}^b(t) + e^{-\int_0^t ((1-\gamma)r(u) - \delta(u)) du} \int_t^T F^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)Y^{-\delta}_i(t, s) ds, \quad (4.3) \]
where $Y^{-\delta}_i$ is given by
\[ Y^{-\delta}_i(t, s) = \sum_{j \in J} p^{-\delta}_{ij}(t, s) \left( b_j(s) + \sum_{k: k \neq j} \mu_{jk}(s)b_{jk}(s) \right). \]

Note that if $\delta \geq 0$, $b_j \geq 0$, and $b_{jk} \geq 0$, then $Y^{-\delta}_i \geq Y^{-0}_i$ since $p^{-\delta}_{ij} \geq p^{0}_{ij}$, here $Y^{-0}_i$ is the classic state-wise expected cash flow in the absence of expenses.
Since the derived expression for the intrinsic value process is comparable to that of [16] p. 426, we may proceed using the same techniques as in [16] pp. 442–444.

Define so-called state-wise prospective reserves $V_i^{1-\gamma,\delta}$ by

$$V_i^{1-\gamma,\delta}(t) = \int_t^T F_i^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s) Y_i^{-\delta}(t, s) \, ds. \quad (4.4)$$

We are now ready to state the relevant Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition:

**Lemma 4.1.** The Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of $Y_i^h$ is given by

$$Y_i^h(t) = Y_i^h(0) + \int_0^t \tilde{\xi}_{Z(s-)}(s) \, dS_i^*(s) + \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \neq j} \int_0^t v_{jk}(s) \, dM_{jk}(s).$$

where

$$\tilde{\xi}_i(t) = (1 - \gamma)e^{\int_0^t (\gamma r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \int_t^T F_i(t, r(t), s) F_i^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s) Y_i^{-\delta}(t, s) \, ds, \quad (4.5)$$

$$v_{jk}(t) = e^{-\int_0^t ((1 - \gamma)r(u) - \delta(u)) \, du} \left( b_{jk}(t) + V_i^{1-\gamma,\delta}(t) - V_j^{1-\gamma,\delta}(t) \right). \quad (4.6)$$

**Proof.** The proof mirrors the proof of [16] Lemma 3.2, although under relaxed regularity conditions. We therefore only sketch the essential steps with a focus on the complications that arise due to the inclusion of taxes and expenses.

First, one takes a closer look at the dynamics of

$$e^{-\int_0^t ((1 - \gamma)r(u) - \delta(u)) \, du} V_i^{1-\gamma,\delta}(t).$$

Using a system of ordinary differential equations similar to Kolmogorov’s backward differential equations, see Appendix A, and then proceeding along the lines of [16] pp. 443–444, it is then possible to show that

$$Y_i^h(t) = Y_i^h(0) + \int_0^t \tilde{\xi}_{Z(s-)}(s) \, dW(s) + \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \neq j} \int_0^t v_{jk}(s) \, dM_{jk}(s),$$

where $v_{jk}$ is given by (4.6) and

$$\tilde{\xi}_i(t) = e^{-\int_0^t ((1 - \gamma)r(u) - \delta(u)) \, du} \sigma \int_t^T F_i^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s) Y_i^{-\delta}(t, s) \, ds. \quad (4.7)$$

Using the Vasicek term structures, we next find that

$$\tilde{\xi}_i(t) = e^{-\int_0^t ((1 - \gamma)r(u) - \delta(u)) \, du} (1 - \gamma) \sigma \int_t^T F_i(t, r(t), s) \frac{F_i^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)}{F(t, r(t), s)} Y_i^{-\delta}(t, s) \, ds$$

$$= e^{\int_0^t (\gamma r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} (1 - \gamma) \int_t^T \frac{F_i(t, r(t), s)}{F(t, r(t), s)} \frac{F_i^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)}{F(t, r(t), s)} Y_i^{-\delta}(t, s) \, ds$$

$$\times e^{-\int_0^t r(s) \, ds} F_i(t, r(t), T) \sigma,$$
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see also (4.1). In other words,
\[ \tilde{\xi}_i(t) = \xi_i(t)e^{-\int_0^t r(s)\,ds}F_r(t, r(t), T)\sigma \]
with \( \xi_i \) defined by (4.5). Now recall that
\[ dS^*_1(t) = e^{-\int_0^t r(s)\,ds}F_r(t, r(t), T)\sigma \, dW(t), \]
from which it follows that
\[ \tilde{\xi}_i(t) \, dW(t) = \xi_i(t) \, dS^*_1(t), \]
completing the sketch of proof.

Remark 4.2. For a general diffusion short rate model, the proof technique of Lemma 4.1 still applies and similar results as in the Vasicek term structure model remain obtainable. Assume the short rate satisfies the stochastic differential equation
\[ dr(t) = \alpha(t, r(t)) \, dt + \sigma(t, r(t), T)\sigma \, dW(t), \]
with \( W \) still a standard Brownian motion under \( Q \) and where \( \alpha \) and \( \sigma \) are functions satisfying certain Lipschitz conditions. Imposing suitable additional regularity conditions on the short rate model (equivalently, the term structure model), one finds
\[ \tilde{\xi}_i(t) = e^{-\int_0^t ((1-\gamma)r(u) - \delta(u))\,du} \sigma(t, r(t)) \int_t^T F_r^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)Y_i^{-\delta}(t, s)\,ds \]
by following along the lines of the sketch of proof of Lemma 4.1. This results in the following Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition:
\[ V^{\tilde{A}^b}(t) = V^{\tilde{A}^b}(0) + \int_0^t \mathbb{1}_{\{ Z(s) = i \}} \xi_i(s) \, dS^*_1(s) + \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \neq j} \int_0^t v_{jk}(s) \, dM_{jk}(s). \]
where now
\[ \xi_i(t) = e^{\int_0^t (\gamma(r(u) + \delta(u))\,du} \int_t^T \frac{F_r^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)}{F_r(t, r(t), T)} Y_i^{-\delta}(t, s)\,ds, \]
\[ v_{jk}(t) = e^{-\int_0^t ((1-\gamma)r(u) - \delta(u))\,du} \left( b_{jk}(t) + V_k^{1-\gamma,\delta}(t) - V_j^{1-\gamma,\delta}(t) \right). \]
As we have identified the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of \( V^{\tilde{A}^b} \), we are now ready to apply the results on tax- and expense-modified risk-minimization to obtain the main result of this section:
Theorem 4.3. The unique risk-minimizing investment strategy \( \tilde{h} \) in the setting of Section 4 is given as follows:

\[
\tilde{h}_1(t) = \int_t^T \frac{F_r(t, r(t), s)}{F_r(t, r(t), T)} F(t, r(t), s) Y_r^{-\delta}(t, s) \, ds,
\]

\[
\tilde{h}_0(t) = S_0^{-1}(t) \left( V_{Z(t)}^{1-\gamma, \delta}(t) - \tilde{h}_1(t) S_1(t) \right).
\]

The associated value process is

\[
V(\tilde{h}, t) = V_{Z(t)}^{1-\gamma, \delta}(t).
\]

Proof. The first statement follows immediately by combining Lemma 4.1 with Theorem 3.5 and the observation

\[
e^{-\int_0^t (\gamma r(u) + \delta(u)) \, du} \left( Y^{A^b}(t) - A^b(t) \right) = S_0^{-1}(t) \int_t^T F_1^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s) Y_r^{-\delta}(t, s) \, ds
\]

\[
= S_0^{-1}(t) V_{Z(t)}^{1-\gamma, \delta}(t),
\]

confer with (4.3). The last statement follows by direct calculations from the first statement and (2.3).

Remark 4.4. In Remark 4.2 we discussed extensions of the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of Lemma 4.1 to general diffusion short rate models. Based on this discussion, we can extend the conclusions of Theorem 4.3 to the general framework of Remark 4.2 in the following manner.

Assume the short rate satisfies the stochastic differential equation

\[
dr(t) = \alpha(t, r(t)) \, dt + \sigma(t, r(t)) \, dW(t),
\]

with \( W \) still a standard Brownian motion under \( Q \) and where \( \alpha \) and \( \sigma \) are functions satisfying certain Lipschitz conditions. Imposing suitable additional regularity conditions, the unique risk-minimizing investment strategy \( \tilde{h} \) is given by

\[
\tilde{h}_1(t) = \int_t^T \frac{1}{1-\gamma} \frac{F_r^{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)}{F_r(t, r(t), T)} Y_r^{-\delta}(t, s) \, ds,
\]

\[
\tilde{h}_0(t) = S_0^{-1}(t) \left( V_{Z(t)}^{1-\gamma, \delta}(t) - \tilde{h}_1(t) S_1(t) \right).
\]

The associated value process is still

\[
V(\tilde{h}, t) = V_{Z(t)}^{1-\gamma, \delta}(t).
\]
4.2 Discussion

The value process \( V(\hat{h}, t) = V^1_{Z(t)}(t) \) associated with the risk-minimizing investment strategy is affected by the introduction of taxes and expenses. In the following, we focus on the benefit part of the payment process \( A^b \) by requiring \( b_j \geq 0 \) and \( b_{jk} \geq 0 \). From the discussion leading up to (4.4), we can conclude that the value process is increasing in expenses, \( \delta \). With regards to taxes, \( \gamma \), the effect is not as clear. First note that the after-tax zero coupon bond prices take the form

\[
F^1_{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s) = E^Q \left[ e^{-\int_s^t (1-\gamma) r(u) du} \bigg| r(t) \right],
\]

and if \( r > 0 \), it is evident that \( F^1_{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s) \) is increasing in \( \gamma \), and in that case, the value process increases as the level of taxation increases. In the general case, where the interest rate is allowed to be negative, the effect of taxes on the value process depends on whether \( r \), i.e. the return on the savings account, is mostly positive or negative. Consequently, a general (model independent) statement seems out of reach.

The unique risk-minimizing investment strategy \( \hat{h} \) given by Theorem 4.3 is a modification of the classic strategy without taxes and expenses. The quantity \( Y^{-\delta}_{Z(t)-}(t, s) \) is the expected (think: diversified with respect to future unsystematic insurance risk) rate of payments at time \( s \) given the present state of the insurance contract(s) at time \( t \) while taking future state-wise expenses into account; it can be interpreted as an expected expense-modified cash flow.

The integrand in the expression of \( \hat{h}_1 \) from Theorem 4.3,

\[
s \mapsto \frac{F_r(t, r(t), s)}{F_r(t, r(t), T)} \frac{F^1_{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)}{F(t, r(t), s)} Y^{-\delta}_{Z(t)-}(t, s),
\]

is the rate of investment into the bond which is dictated by the risk-minimizing strategy to cover the future expected payments. Thus, in regards to investment into the risky asset, taxes are taken into account by scaling the investment by a factor of

\[
\frac{F^1_{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)}{F(t, r(t), s)},
\]

confer also with the discussion in [5] Section 4, in particular [5] Subsection 4.3.2.

The product structure of (4.9) w.r.t. taxes and expenses is a direct consequence of the independence between market and insurance risks and the fact that tax rate does not depend on the history of the insurance contract(s) nor the market while the expense rate only depends on the history of the insurance contract(s).

To explicitly compute the risk-minimizing investment strategy and the associated value process, one needs to calculate \( F, F_r \), and \( F^1_{1-\gamma} \) as well as the expense deflated transition...
probabilities $p_{ij}^{-\delta}$. For the Vasicek term structure model, where in particular $t \mapsto (1-\gamma)r$ is another Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, the former quantities have closed-form expressions and are therefore easily calculated. Because the expense deflated transition probabilities $p_{ij}^{-\delta}$ can be found by solving a system of ordinary differential equations similar to Kolmogorov’s forward differential equations, see Appendix A, this establishes a simple scheme for the computation of the risk-minimizing investment strategy and the associated value process.

In Remark 4.4 we elaborated on how to extend Theorem 4.3 to general diffusion short rate models. If the model is affine, the relevant quantities needed for computation of the risk-minimizing investment strategy and the associated value process, i.e. $F$, $F_{1-\gamma}$, and $F_{1-\gamma}$, can be calculated by solving systems of ordinary differential equations, see [7, 4]. The model of Section 4 can therefore easily be implemented in practice; and furthermore, the extension to continuous affine term structure models is relatively straightforward.

In general diffusion short rate models, the scaling factor

$$\frac{F_{1-\gamma}(t, r(t), s)}{F(t, r(t), s)}$$

of the Vasicek model is replaced by

$$\frac{1}{1-\gamma} \cdot \frac{F_{r_{1-\gamma}}(t, r(t), s)}{F_{r_{1-\gamma}}(t, r(t), s)},$$

compare the results of Theorem 4.3 to (4.8). Since $F_{1-\gamma}$ is the price process of an artificial zero coupon bond based on a modified short rate $(1-\gamma)r$, this is the ratio of two (model dependent) interest rate sensitivities. We conclude that both qualitatively and quantitatively, how taxes affect the amount invested in the risky asset (the zero coupon bond) is non-trivial and model dependent.

For the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model, where the interest rate is ensured positive, it is possible to show that

$$\frac{F_{r_{(1-\gamma)r}}(t, r(t), s)}{F_{r}(t, r(t), s)} \geq 1.$$

The details of this derivation are omitted. For additional theoretical considerations as well as numerical results for the Vasicek and Cox-Ingersoll-Ross models, we refer to [5] Section 4–5. While further investigations lie outside the scope of this paper, a general investigation could focus on affine models, since the tax modification retains affinity.
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A Deflated transition probabilities

Let \((\Omega, \mathcal{F}, P)\) be a background probability space, and let \(Z\) be a Markovian jump process with values in a finite set \(\mathcal{J} = \{0, 1, \ldots, n - 1\}\). Let \(N\) be the multivariate counting process associated with \(Z\). The transition probabilities of \(Z\) are given by \(n \times n\)-matrices \(p(t, s)\) for \(0 \leq t \leq s < \infty\), where

\[
p_{ij}(t, s) = P[Z(s) = j \mid Z(t) = i],
\]

and the transition probabilities satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation.

We assume the existence of continuous transition intensities \(\mathbf{\mu}_{jk}\), when each counting process \(N_{jk}\) has intensity process \(\lambda_{jk}\) given by

\[
\lambda_{jk}(t) = \mathbf{1}_{\{Z(t-)=j\}} \mu_{jk}(t).
\]

We can then take regular versions of the conditional distributions for which the transition probabilities \(p\) satisfy

\[
\mu(t) = \lim_{h \downarrow 0} \frac{p(t, t+h) - p(t,t)}{h},
\]

where \(\mu\) are \(n \times n\)-matrices with diagonal elements

\[
\mu_{jj} = - \sum_{k:k \neq j} \mu_{jk}.
\]

Furthermore, the transition probabilities satisfy Kolmogorov’s backward and forward differential equations.

Let \(\delta\) be \(n \times 1\)-dimensional with deterministic and continuous elements \(t \mapsto \delta_i(t)\). Quantities of interest are (corresponding regular versions) of

\[
p_{ij}^\delta(t,s) = E\left[\mathbf{1}_{\{Z(s)=j\}} e^{-\int_t^s \delta_{Z(u)}(u) \, du} \mid Z(t) = i\right],
\]

which we term \(\delta\)-deflated transition probabilities. When \(\delta \equiv 0_{n \times 1}\), we see that these quantities are in fact the transition probabilities. When \(\delta \equiv 1_{n \times 1} f\) for some deterministic and continuous function \(t \mapsto f(t)\), we see that

\[
p_{ij}^\delta(t,s) = e^{-\int_t^s f(u) \, du} p_{ij}(t,s).
\]

The \(\delta\)-deflated transition probabilities satisfy systems of ordinary differential equations similar to Kolmogorov’s backward and forward differential equations:
Lemma A.1. The δ-deflated transition probabilities satisfy the forward ordinary differential equation system

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial s} p^\delta(t, s) = p^\delta(t, s) [\mu - \text{diag}(\delta)](s),
\]

and the backward ordinary differential equation system

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} p^\delta(t, s) = -[\mu - \text{diag}(\delta)](t)p^\delta(t, s),
\]

with boundary conditions \( p^\delta(t, t) = \text{diag}(1_{n \times 1}) \).

Proof. The boundary conditions are evident. We first prove the forward differential equations. Define the 1 \( \times \) \( n \)-dimensional indicator process \( I \) by

\[
I_i(t) = 1\{Z(t) = i\}.
\]

For fixed \( t_0 \geq 0 \), define also the 1 \( \times \) \( n \)-dimensional process \( X \) by

\[
X(t) = I(t)e^{-\int_{t_0}^{t} \delta Z(u) \, du}.
\]

View \( N \) as \( n \times n \)-matrices with diagonal elements

\[
N_{jj} = -\sum_{k:k \neq j} N_{jk}
\]

In similar fashion, view \( \lambda \) as \( n \times n \)-matrices with diagonal elements

\[
\lambda_{jj} = -\sum_{k:k \neq j} \lambda_{jk},
\]

such that \( \lambda_{jj}(t) = I_j(t)\mu_{jj}(t) \).

Recalling that \( dI_i = \sum_{j:j \neq i} (dN_{ji} - dN_{ij}) = \sum_{j} dN_{ji} \), we see that

\[
dI = 1_{1 \times n} \, dN.
\]

Because the compensated jump processes

\[
t \mapsto N_{ij}(t) - \int_{0}^{t} \lambda_{ij}(s) \, ds
\]

are martingales, we find that

\[
dI(t) = dM(t) + 1_{1 \times n} \lambda(t) \, dt
\]

\[
= dM(t) + I(t-)\mu(t) \, dt
\]

\[
= dM(t) + I(t)\mu(t) \, dt,
\]

(A.1)
where \( M \) is a \( 1 \times n \)-dimensional martingale given by
\[
\mathrm{d}M(t) = 1_{1 \times n}(\mathrm{d}N(t) - \lambda(t)\mathrm{d}t).
\]
Integration by parts now yields
\[
\mathrm{d}X(t) = (\mathrm{d}I(t)) e^{-\int_0^t \delta_{Z(u)}(u)\mathrm{d}u} - I(t)\delta_{Z(t)}(t)e^{-\int_0^t \delta_{Z(u)}(u)\mathrm{d}u} \mathrm{d}t
\]
\[
= X(t)\mu(t)\mathrm{d}t - X(t)\delta_{Z(t)}(t)\mathrm{d}t + e^{-\int_0^t \delta_{Z(u)}(u)\mathrm{d}u} \mathrm{d}M(t).
\]
By definition of \( X \),
\[
E[X_j(t) | Z(t_0) = i] = p^\delta_{ij}(t_0, t),
\]
\[
E[\delta_{Z(t)}(t)X_j(t) | Z(t_0) = i] = \delta_j(t)p^\delta_{ij}(t_0, t).
\]
The latter corresponds to the \((i, j)\)'th element of the matrix product of \( p^\delta(t_0, t) \) and the diagonal matrix with diagonal \( \delta(t) \). Collecting all terms, it then follows from Fubini’s theorem and the martingale properties of \( M \) that
\[
p^\delta(t_0, t) = p^\delta(t_0, t_0) + \int_{t_0}^t p^\delta(t_0, s) [\mu - \text{diag}(\delta)](s) \mathrm{d}s.
\]
The forward differential equations now follow by differentiation w.r.t. \( t \).

We now turn our attention to the backward differential equations. For fixed \( s \geq 0 \) define the \( 1 \times n \)-dimensional martingale \( Y \) by
\[
Y(t) = E \left[ I(s)e^{-\int_0^s \delta_{Z(u)}(u)\mathrm{d}u} \bigg| \mathcal{F}(t) \right]
\]
\[
= I(t)e^{-\int_0^t \delta_{Z(u)}(u)\mathrm{d}u} p^\delta(t, s),
\]
where \( 0 \leq t \leq s \).
Integration by parts now yields
\[
e^{\int_0^t \delta_{Z(u)}(u)\mathrm{d}u} \mathrm{d}Y(t) = \mathrm{d} \left( I(t)p^\delta(t, s) \right) - I(t)\delta_{Z(t)}(t)p^\delta(t, s)\mathrm{d}t
\]
\[
= I(t)p^\delta(dt, s) + I(t)\mu(t)p^\delta(t, s)\mathrm{d}t - I(t)\delta_{Z(t)}(t)p^\delta(t, s)\mathrm{d}t
\]
\[
+ \mathrm{d}M(t)p^\delta(t, s),
\]
where we have used (A.1). Because \( Y \) and \( M \) are \( 1 \times n \)-dimensional martingales, we find using martingale representation theory that \( p^\delta(t, s) \) is differentiable in \( t \) and that
\[
I(t)\frac{\partial}{\partial t}p^\delta(t, s) = - \left( I(t)\mu(t)p^\delta(t, s) - I(t)\delta_{Z(t)}(t)p^\delta(t, s) \right).
\]
The backward differential equations can now be established by taking a closer look at this expression on each event \( \{ Z(t) = i \} \) for varying \( i \). For example, on \( \{ Z(t) = i \} \),

\[
\left[ I(t)\delta_{Z(t)}(t)p^\delta(t,s) \right]_j = \delta_i(t)p^\delta_{ij}(t,s),
\]

which corresponds to the \((i,j)\)'th element of the matrix product between the diagonal matrix with diagonal \( \delta(t) \) and the matrix \( p^\delta(t,s) \). By additional observations of the same kind, the backward differential equations follow. This completes the proof. \( \square \)
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